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UNLIKE-PAIR INTERACTIONS AT HIGH PRESSURE AND HIGH TEMPERATURE

F. H. Ree and M. van Thiel
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, CA 94550

Although there are more unlike-pairs than like-pairs in detonation
iproducts, information on unlike-pair interactions is scarce at present. We
describe how unlike pair-interactions involving dissociation products of CO
and CO2 can be derived by means of an accurate statistical mechanical
theory of mixtures and recent shock wave data of CO and CO2. We then
extend flxis complex study further by interpreting shock data of liquid NO
and N2 + 02 mixture. It was done by constraining the resulting potentials to
agree with ali available Hugoniot data of chemical species occurring in
detonation products in a self-consistent manner.

INTRODUCTION other detonation products. In a separate paper 2 of
this Proceedings, we report similar work to extract

The primary constituents of condensed unlike-p_r interactions from high explosive data
explosives are C, O, H, and N atoms. A study of (RX23-AB, I-INB,PETN).
complex explosives with full atomic compositions
requires information on like- and unlike-pair The present work considers much more
interactions among dissociation products. There detailed equations of state of graphite and
are more unlike-pc._rs than like-pairs in detonation diamond than our previous analyses. In addition,
products. Nevertheless, information on unlike-pair we have included a previously neglected phase of
interactions is mostly unavailable at present. An carbon,3 i.e., liquid carbon, which is predicted
approximation known as the Lorentz-Berthelot rule when CO and CO2 molecules are strongly shocked.
is currently being used to circumvent difficulties Inclusion of liquid carbon explains a previous
associated with the lack of information. On the theoretical discrepancy in matching experimental
other hand, shock wave data of N2, 02, NO, N2+O2. Hugoniot data of liquid CO and CO2.
mixtures, liquid air, CO, and CO2 have recently
become available. The data indicate that these
molecular species will dissociate behind strong THEORY OF PURE SYSTEMS
shock waves and that the use of the Lorentz-
Berthelot rule cannot satisfactorily describe the We need to understand pure systems before
shock wave data. understanding mixtures. The essential equilibrium

thermodynamics of pure systems is due to van der
Earlier analyses of shock wave data were Waals who more than one hundred years ago

limited to individual detonation products. Such an considered a harsh repulsive portion, rather than
approach is not useful if dissociation occurs. A the long-range portion, of an intermolecular
correct approach in this case is to include shock potential to control thermodynamics and structural
data of ali relevant detonation products and carry properties of condensed phases. Five ingredients
out _e analyses simultaneously in a self-consistent are needed to formulate his idea into a
manner without changing interaction parameters mathematically rigorous framework. They are:
to match each case individually. We have given a .

brief description1 on how to do such a self- (a) an optimum way to break an intermolecular
consistent study in the case of NO and CO. The potential V(r) into a hard-sphere-like
present work is its elaboration and extension to interaction Vo(r) and a perturbation term W(r),
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V(r) = Vo(r) + W(r), (1) THEORY OF MIXTURES

(b) a specific expression for ro(r)and W(r), Compared to like-pair potentials described
above, the exp-6 parameters for unlike-pairs are

(c) an expression for the Helmholtz free energy A, experimentally less well known. But they can be
expressed as

a = Ao+ An, (2)
r_= k#(r"+ r'_)/ 2,

in terms of the Helmholtz free energy AOfor the %= 1#_,
reference system and another (An) for the (3)
perturbation potential, a_ =m#a_/'_a__ ,

(d) an expression for the hard-sphere (HS) diameter
in terms of like-pair parameters (r_.,ea,cr,) andto represent the reference potential,
small multiplicative constants (k#,l#,m#) which can

(e) convenient expressions for the HS equation of be fixed if appropriate theoretical or experimental
state (EOS) and radial distribution function data are available. Otherwise, we set k# = l#=m# = 1
gUS(r), which is commonly referred to as the Lorentz-

Berthelot rule.

Specific expressions needed for items (a) - (e)
are available for classical fluids.4,5 One approach is We assuLme that mixtures of chemical species
to use our perturbation theory (PT)4 which extends interacting with exp-6 potentials [Fig. 1 and Eq. (3)]
earlier theories to high pressure. The second are represer_ted by a hypothetical one-component
approach is to employ a variational theory (VAR) system interacting with a composition (x_)-
developed by Ross. s Both give about equally dependent (_zp-6 parameters, 6 as shown in Fig. 2
reliable results. As an example, Fig. I compares below.
PV/NkT (P = pressure, V = volume, T =
temperature; p = N/V) data based on the PI' and " The fact that one-component calculations are
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation data for an much simple" than mixture calculations provides a
exponential-6 (exp-6) potential, where parameters, reasonable justification for using this so-called
c_, e, and r* are specific to each chemical species improved van der Waals one-fluid model. In fact,
and can be obtained from experimental data. It is comparisons with two-component MC for He-H2
noteworthy that PT is about equally reliable as MC mixtures in Fig. 2 shows that the effective one-
(within MC's statistical errors). Yet, its computation component model (using VAR) produces excellent
time takes several orders of magnitude less than results at high pressure and temperature.
those required for MC.

V(r)=_/(a - 6){ 6 exp[._(1, r/r*)]- a (r*/r)'} PV/NkT

Density_ Exact Perturbation
p(r*)31_2 Theory

l fluid 0.9 3.27 3.27

" J

1.0 3.81 3.80

= stiffness 1.5 8.08 8.04
V(r)

2.05 16.58 16.65

0 solid 2.308 20.28 20.19

_ 2.7 30.66 30.84
r=r*

FIGURE 1. ":9(P-6POTENTIAL (WITH a = 13) AND ITSEOS.
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Pressure (GPa)

T) V 2-co .mponent Effective( (cm3/mol) Monte ¢;arlo l-comnonent
thdory

(r')+ :_ xlxj(r,')s 50 2 0 0.047+0.01 0.05

_:= _ x,xl_(r,")' / (r')' 100 14 o.sas±o.o08 0.3s• 300 lO 1.ess±o.o2 1.91

• (x= T'+x,xjp_j%(r+*)+/ (r*)+s 4000 s 12.43:!:0.02 12.6
¢+/zi

7000 4.5 54±1 S5.3

(xi= concentrationofspeciesi)

FIGURE 2. EFFECTIVE ONE-COMPONENT EXP-6 PARAMETERS AND
COMPARISONS OF THE RESULTING PRESSURE (GPA) OF AN EQUIMOLAR
MIXTURE OF H2 AND He WITH THE EXACT MONTE CARLO RESULTS.

SHOCK CHEMISTRY AND SELF-CONSISTENCY LIKE-AND UNLIKE-PAIR POTENTIALS
CRITERION

A large number of intermolecular potentials
We will focus our analyses on shock data of are needed for such analyses. We will first discuss

liquid samples of CO, 7 CO2, 8 NO, and N2+O2 how unlike pair-interactions involving dissociation
mixtures. 9 A strong shock forces these molecules to products of CO and CO2 can be derived by means
dissociate into a mixture of chemical species with of the aforementioned statistical mechanical theory
C, O, N atoms. Obviously, CO and CO2 will of mixtures and recent shock wave data of CO and
produce the same dissociation products, as are true CO2. We need to know interactions of dissociation
for liquid NO and N2+O2 mixtures. Intermolecular products involving single elements (O-O, CO2-O,
potentials for dissociated species should be O2-O2), molecule-molecule interactions (CO-CO, •
applicable to ali shock data. Hence, the correct way CO2-CO2, CO2-O2, O2-CO), and molecule-atom
to find intermolecular potentials is to consider ali and atom-atom interactions (CO-O, CO2-O). In
shock data together. This condition imposes a addition, there will be carbon residues in graphitic,
strong self-consistency criterion on intermolecular _diamond, or liquid phase. The present work
potentials. :considers much more detailed equations of state of

graphite and diamond than those used in the
We assume these dissociation products and .previous work. We have also induded a previously

their parent molecules (CO, CO2, NO, or N2+O2) to neglected phase of carbon, i.e., liquid carbon. 2
establish a chemical equilibrium. Their chemical
concentrations {n_} will change with T and P and Our calculations employ exp-6 potentials with

. have to be determined by minimizing the Gibbs parameters, e, r* and ct,which are varied until they
free energy G(P,T,{n_}), satisfactorily describe ali shock wave d+_ta.Like-

pair interaction parameters can be determined at
t low pressure where the dissociationis

unimportant,while unlike-pairinteractionsare
G(P,T,{n_})=_,,n_lz_,+ (4) determined by adjusting them until they can

describe shock wave data at high pressure. Among

with respect to {nj}. "/'he connection between the the nine interactions described earlier, however,
statistical mechanica: theories discussed above there are only three like-pair interactions (O2-O2,

(including interactb)n potentials V#(r)) and CO-CO, CO2-CO2) which can be determined from
shock data of liquid 02, CO, and CO2 at low

G(P.T,{n_}) occurs strictly through the chemical pressures where dissociation is insignificant. The
potentials #_. The minimization is done by the rest have to be determined by adjusting (k#,l#.m#)
chemical equilibrium code CHEQ 1° which parameters in Eq. (3) until they can satisfactorily
evaluates /J_usir.g the variational theory and the describe shock wave data at high pressure. The
effective one-componentmixture model, exp-6 parameters for 02-02, 02-0, O-O were
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derived from the Hugoniot data of liquid 02 .11 We 13 GPa, the experimental data follows close to a
test the self-consistency of the resulting potentials nonreactive Hugoniot of CO, while the theoretical
obtained by using ali relevant Hugoniot data. If the calculation predicts liquid CO to dissociate. This
self-consistency test fails, we further fine-tune the difference accounts for the deviations in Fig. 3 at P
exp-6 parameters until the desired self-consistency <13 GPa. From this observation, we conclude that
is achieved by such an iteration, the experimental shock data represent a metastable

CO. Otherwise, one would expect the experimental

Figure 3 shows the Hugoniot of liquid CO and data to agree with the theoretical calcu, ation.
CO2 obtained by adjusting the interactions Interaction parameters used in the present studies
parameters in such a manner. They are compared are: {r*(./Le/k(K),a} = (4.12,108.3, 13) and (4.20,
with the experimental data.7,8 As shock pressures 245.6, 13.5) for CO-CO and CO2-CO2, respectively.
increase, CO2 will partially dissociate into CO and
O species, CO2-_ CO+ O. At pressures above 40 We next analyze the shock data of liquid
GPa, our calculation predicts that a significant N2+O2 and NO. 9 Analyses of shock data of N2+O2
proportion of carbon atoms will condense into the and NO, done at low pressures, mostly require

1 molecular spedes (not atomic spedes). In contrast,
liquid phase, CO2_ CO + 0 .-->_(liquid C + CO + 0). high temperatures attained in liquid air8 will
The appearance of the liquid carbon gives raise to a produce atomic O and N and will require accurate
shoulder-like structure seen in the experimental knowledge of effective interactions of O and N
data near 40 GPa. atoms with other molecular species. Nevertheless,

we have allowed atomic O and N in our

Xi " ' ' ' ' " ' " ' " ' " ' " ' " " " calculations. Even ignoring minor decomposition
80 k _,.,_m.# i products such as O3, N20, and NO 2, there are a

h._ . ,au..t ,J. . large number of dissodation products (5/2, 02, NO,"_ o 8ohott .

i b--_ interactions to consider. Our study considers five

_: 4o like-pair interactions (N2-N2, N-N, O2"O2, O-O,
and NO-NO) and ten unlike-pair interactions (N2-

_o N, 02-0,N2-O2,N2-NO, O2-NO, NO-N, NO-O,
N2,O,O2-N,andN-O).We usethesalneinteraction

o .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _-" parameters for O2-O2, O2-O, O-O as used in the12 14 le 18 20 22

analyses of the CO and CO2 shock data. The exp-6
8o "\ ' ' .... ' ' ' ' " ' "" parameters for N2-N2, N2-N, N-N were derived

\_ _'/"'_ ' from the Hugoniot data of liquid N2 12-15 The• Nellis et al. _

80 h_k\_ -- ,.,, ,=a,_,_- Hugoniot data 9 of liquid NO are taken at low
o pressures where we can ignore a negligible amount

4o of monatomic species (N or O). Thus, we can use
_',,, t the NO data to infer the exp-6 parameters for NO-

NO, N2-O2, N2-NO, O2-NO. We test the self-
z0 consistency of the resulting potentials obtained by

• .. using the Hugoniot data of doubly shocked NO,
o . , _ liquid N2+O2, 9 and liquid air.810 15 20

Volume (mole/cre')

Figure 4 shows the theoretical Hugoniot of /
FIGURE3. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NO at the end of such an iterative procedure.
HUGONIOTS OF LIQUID CO2 AND CO. Agreement with the experimental Hugoniot data9

is satisfactory. The self-consistency condition
mentioned above implies that the same parameter
set should also give a reasonable agreement for

The same set of interaction parameters also liquid N2, 0 2, and air. Interactions parameters for
gives a satisfactory Hugoniot for liquid CO.7 Such NO-NO are: {r*(,/Le/k(K)_} = (3.97, 112.9, 12.2). A
an additional test provides a strong self- more detailed analysis of the exp-6 parameters for
consistency criterion for unlike-pair potentials. In all like- and unlike-pairs and the analyses of
the case of liquid CO, the shoulder-like structure in Hugoniots of other detonation products containing
the Hugoniot occurs near 13 GPa and is due to the C, H, N, O atoms are beyond the scope of the
graphite-diamond transition. At pressures below limited space of this paper. Some preliminary
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FIGURE 4. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL HUGONIOTS OF LIQUID N2+O2 AND NO.

results are given in the following paper. 3 Final such experiments possible at high pressure and
results will be given in a separate paper.16 temperature.IF, 18

Finally, it is worthwhile to state that shocks
CONCLUDING REMARKS can produce different chemical reactions in

different samples. Reactions will del_end on
' We have described how to extract information inherent properties such as the strength of chemical

on like- and unlike-pair interactions among various bonds, stoichiometry, and intermolecular forces. In
chemical species by examining shock wave data of addition, the variation of the strength of shock
these systems. The resulting potentials we obtained waves also provides an additional external variable
describe ali available Hugoniot data in a self- to change the nature of chemical reactions. In
consistent manner. This is particularly useful for accordance with Le Chaterlier principle, shock
unlike-pair interactions, because such an pressures and temperatures work against each
information is scarce at present. The present other, as we have seen that the former favoring

" investigations also showed an important role that recombination reactions and the latter dissociation
the liquid carbon plays in interpreting the shock reactions.

wave data of liquid CO and CO2. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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